Word Mark: DARLIE
Goods and Services: IC 003. US 001 004 006 050 051 052. G & S: Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; non-medicated soaps; dentifrices; toothpaste; mouth washes, not for medical purposes

IC 021. US 002 013 023 029 030 033 040 050. G & S: Combs and cleaning sponges; brushes except paint brushes, namely, bath brushes; articles for cleaning purposes, namely, cleaning cloths; toilet utensils, namely, toilet brushes; toothbrushes and toothpicks; toothbrush holders; toothpick holders, not of precious metal

Standard Characters Claimed
Mark Drawing Code: (4) STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Serial Number: 88026922
Filing Date: July 5, 2018
Current Basis: 44E
Original Filing Basis: 1B;44E
Published for Opposition: December 25, 2018
Registration Number: 6010754
Registration Date: March 17, 2020
Owner: (REGISTRANT) Hawley & Hazel (BVI) Co. Ltd. CORPORATION BR.VIRGIN ISLANDS Trident Chambers, P. O. Box 146, Road Town Tortola BR.VIRGIN ISLANDS
Attorney of Record  
David Davis

Type of Mark  
TRADEMARK

Register  
PRINCIPAL

Live/Dead Indicator  
LIVE
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